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The inspiraTion
radiolamp is a tribute to the pioneering work carried 
out during the early twentieth century in the field of civ-
il engineering by Vladimir shukhov: he was the first to 
use the hyperboloid structure for the construction of his 
towers, one of which (still existing in Moscow) is known 
as radio Tower.
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The iDea
rescaled and decontextualized objects don’t 
necessarily have to be postmodern. The miniaturization 
of an engineering work seeks to evaluate the potential 
that a geometric structure can offer in the design of 
objects for everyday use. 



a MoDULar
ConsTrUCTion
5 separate elements can be assembled
to form a range of lamps and furniture pieces. 
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resisTanT
hyperboloid structures has a 50% higher load bearing 
capacity compared to conical structures. The radio 
Lamp modules can sustain up to 100kg. 

LighT
The radio Lamp is easy to handle and assemble. 
it has a weight of 5 kg. 



CoMpaCT
The progressive tapering of the modules allows them
to be enclosed one inside the other, optimizing the 
overall dimensions of the packaging. 

MeTaL sTrUCTUre poUF TabLe Top

W/White 

b/black

bb / broshed brass

pb/polished brass

g/gold

ns/natural steel

raL on request

bL / black Leather WV/Wood Veneer

WM/White Marble

bM/black Marble

WL/White Laquered

bL/ black Laquered

Finishes



The Designer

Jan bigaZZi
architect, interior, product and lighting designer

Jan bigazzi graduated at the University of architecture 
in Florence and has been working in Moscow since 
2000.

Jan has a deep experience in the field of lighting: as a 
lighting designer he is the author of important lighting 
concepts such as Menshikov’s palace in oranienbaum 
and the Mirax “beating heart” in Moscow.

Until December 2017 Jan was the general Manager 
of Targetti russia. The company has worked in some 
of the most prestigious lighting projects in the world 

including the McLaren headquarters, palazzo Vecchio 
in Florence, Vienna opera house, the Tower of pisa 
and the metro in bilbao.

he also teaches at the Lighting Design master of the 
istituto europeo di Design in Florence.

in 2005 Jan cofounded the architectural studio «a+i» 
which specializes in interior design. in russia he has 
designed the interiors for the golden apple hotel bar & 
restaurant and several other private and public interiors.



brass Workshop is a Moscow firm that produces unique interior design articles 
from metal (brass, copper and steel). The firm specialises in custom-made 
furniture and other items for apartments, houses, offices and retail premises.

Vladimir Zlobin, the production director at Latunnaya Masterskaya,
commented:
“My training is as an aerocraft engineer, so I am always interested by 
constructions that are elegant and lightweight without compromising on 
strength. The Radio Lamp collection appears light and simple, but every joint 
required expert engineering design. Each ring of the lamp is a load-bearing 
base with 24 steel rods at various angles. This is a very complex work, 
requiring great precision. We had to to make 120 perforations at different 
angles and weld each of the 240 steel rods by hand in each lamp. We used 
a special frame to assemble the lamp, like the frames we used to assemble 
aircraft.” 




